Hughlings Jackson's suggestion for the treatment of epilepsy.
John Hughlings Jackson articulated a neurologic method of systematically evaluating the anatomy, physiology, and pathology of every patient with neurologic disease. He used this mode of analysis to develop a theory of the physiology of epilepsy. We examined an example of his method in a newly discovered, unpublished manuscript containing his suggestions for the treatment of epilepsy based on his physiologic ideas. He had his private papers destroyed at the time of his death, but the Rockefeller Library of the University College London Institute of Neurology, Queen Square, contains a collection of his papers probably saved from destruction by his collaborator James Taylor. Among these articles is an 1899 memorandum, labeled "For Private Circulation" and entitled "A Suggestion for the Treatment of Epilepsy." In it, Hughlings Jackson claimed that focal discharging lesions cause both focal and generalized epilepsy, and that the cells in the lesion discharge their energy more easily than normal tissue. Citing microscopic evidence that such lesions are congested and inflamed, and that tuberculin destroys such tissue in the lung, he reasoned that destroying these unstable neurons with tuberculin would improve epilepsy. In this private manuscript, Hughlings Jackson uses an unusually detailed analysis of the pathology, anatomy, and physiology of epilepsy to predict a scientific approach to its treatment.